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The performance and constructionof a new algorithm for the calculation of infrared cooling rates
and fluxes in terrestrial general circulation models are describedin detail. The computational method,
which is suitable for use in models of both the troposphere and the middle atmosphere, incorporates
effects now known to be important, such as an extended water vapor e-type continuum, careful
treatment of water vapor lines, of water-carbon dioxide overlap, and of Voigt line shape. The
competingrequirementsof accuracyand speedare both satisfiedby extensive use of a generalization
of the simplifiedexchangeapproximationof Fels and Schwarzkopf(1975). Cooling rates and fluxes are
validated by comparisonwith benchmark line-by-line calculationson standard atmosphericprofiles
obtained for the Intercomparison of Radiation Codes Used in Climate Models (ICRCCM). Results
indicate that the new algorithm is substantially more accurate than any previously used at the
Geophysical Fluid Dynamics Laboratory.

method which produces accurate and rapid computationsof
infrared cooling rates and fluxes, particularly those resulting
The construction of a radiation code for use in general from water vapor line absorption. Subsequently, the authors
circulation models involves a balance between conflicting formulated methods for calculating carbon dioxide cooling
considerationsof speed and accuracy. The requirement for rates and fluxes by interpolation from precomputed CO2
speedmay be formulated, in general terms, as a demandthat transmissivities [Fels and Schwarzkopf, 1981 (FS81);
the time spent in computing radiative cooling rates and Schwarzkopf and Fels, 1985 (SF85)]. Using the techniques
fluxes be reasonably short with respect to the computation discussedin the above papers, a computer program calcutime of the rest of the model. This condition forces the use of
lating longwave cooling rates and fluxes was written for
highly parameterized, approximate approachesin the radia- inclusion in general circulation models at the Geophysical
tive computations. The requirement for accuracy is less Fluid Dynamics Laboratory (GFDL). This programis now in
simple to quantify, but clearly radiation codes shouldreflect use in several operational numerical models both at GFDL
up-to-date understanding of the important contributors to and elsewhere. The performance of these operational radiathe determination of cooling rates and fluxes. Systematic tion codes is discussedby Fels et al. [this issue].
errors in the radiative algorithm can lead to errors in general
Since the development of this procedure, several adcirculation model climatologies, which, while unimportant
vances in the field of longwave radiative transfer have taken
for short range forecasts, have serious effects in longer range
place, which suggestthe need for a major reconsiderationof
predictions and in climate studies.
the above methods. New experimental data for line
The conflict between speed and accuracy is particularly
strengths,widths, and positions are readily available, due to
acute in the calculation of longwave radiative cooling rates
publication of revisions to the Air Force GeophysicsLaboand fluxes, the subject of this paper. Usually, the computaratory (AFGL) catalog of lines in the infrared spectrum
tion of infrared radiative quantities in general circulation
[McClatchey et al., 1973; Rothman, 1981; Rothman et al.,
models takes far longer than the corresponding shortwave
1983, 1987]. A comparable atlas of lines has also been
calculations. The reasons for this are rather complex, and
developedby Chedin et al. [1985]. The AFGL catalog now
the situationmay well changeas more complete calculations
gives reliable values for line positions for the gaseous
of scatteringare incorporated in numerical models, but they absorbers of interest in the thermal infrared. The values for
primarily are causedby two factors: first, longwave radiation
line strengthsand widths are less certain, especially for the
has sources at every level of the atmosphere, while shorthighly excited "hot" bands of the molecules, but are obwave radiation has only one source; second, longwave
tained from a variety of recent laboratory measurements.
radiation depends strongly on atmospheric temperature,
Most important, the catalogsare sufficientlycomprehensive
while shortwave radiation is, to good accuracy, independent
(and computers sufficiently powerful) to permit detailed
of temperature.
radiative computations employing these data. It is now
In an attempt to resolve these difficulties, Fels and
possible to compute fluxes by brute-force summation of
Schwarzkopf [1975] (hereinafter referred to as FS75) introabsorptivities from all lines in the catalog at all required
duced the simplified exchange approximation (SEA), a
frequency points. This method, known as the line-by-line
(LBL) technique, is free of many assumptionsmade in other
1Deceased
October22, 1989.
computationalmethods, and thus may be expected to proThis paper is not subject to U.S. copyright. Published in 1991 by
vide more exact values for longwave cooling rates and fluxes
the American Geophysical Union.
than those previously available.
Progresshas also been made in recent years in evaluating
Paper number 89JD01598.
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the observed excessabsorptiondue to H20 at wavelengths
far from the water vapor rotation or vibration-rotation band.
This excess,usually denotedas H20 continuumabsorption,
has been ascribed to a number of causes, including H20
dimer effects [e.g., Suck et al., 1979] and distant wings of
water vapor absorption lines [e.g., Clough et al., 1980]. No
attempt was made in FS75 to include this absorption, which
depends on the partial pressure of water vapor (and thus on
the square of the H20 mixing ratio). A number of experimental measurements of this absorption have now been
made (cf. Grant [1987] for a review of these measurements).
Continuum absorption is now believed to vitally affect the
-1
calculated cooling rates and fluxes in the 400-1200 cm
frequency region.
An important stimulus for improvement in calculations of
longwave radiative transfer has been the WMO-sponsored
Intercomparison of Radiation Codes in Climate Models
(ICRCCM). A general description of ICRCCM, and of initial
clear-sky longwave results is contained in the work by
Luther et al. [1988]. In brief, the ICRCCM study consistsof
computations by various methods of longwave and shortwave cooling rates and fluxes, for both clear-sky and cloudy
cases, on standard temperature and absorber profiles. In the
context of this paper, we consider only the longwave clearsky results, which are the most complete. The longwave
cases employ five standard AFGL temperature, water vapor, and ozone profiles (given by McClatchey et al. [1971]).
These are denoted as the tropical (T), mid-latitude summer
(MLS), mid-latitude winter (MLW), sub-Arctic summer
(SAS), and sub-Arctic winter (SAW). Individual ICRCCM
casesmay include one or more gaseousabsorbers(including
the H20 continuum), as well as a CO2 amount of either 300
or 600 ppmv. The computational methods used range from
LBL methods to the highly parameterized methods used in
general circulation models.
A major result of ICRCCM has been the establishment of
benchmark values for cooling rates and fluxes for the standard profiles mentioned above. To achieve this goal, line-byline computations were performed for a number of ICRCCM
cases by up to three different groups. Each group used
somewhat different assumptions for line shapes of the gaseous absorbers. Line data were taken from the two catalogs
mentioned above. Upon intercomparison, these computations were seen to obtain essentially the same cooling rates
and fluxes [Luther et al., 1988; World Meteorological Organization (WMO), 1984; Ridgway et al., this issue]. This
agreement has given researchers considerable confidence
that these LBL computations may be considered "exact,"
given the spectral input data. Benchmark LBL fluxes and
cooling rates have now been tabulated for a large number of
cases employing the standard profiles.
Comparison of LB L results with corresponding results
obtained using approximate models has permitted reevaluation of the less detailed calculations. In the first place, a
number of computer code errors have been discovered in
various schemes (including the GFDL code based on FS75).
More important, it is now possible to calibrate the highly
parameterized schemesused in operational models by comparison of their results for standard casesto the LBL values.
Operational radiation codes calibrated in this manner should
be far more accurate than those employing previous methods, such as tuning to a random model (as in FS75) or to
broad-band measurementsof absorption. For instance, LBL
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methods do not need scaling approximations to treat temperature and pressure variations over optical paths, such as
are required by random models. Also, the line data used for
the LBL calculations are directly applicable to atmospheric
concentrations, temperatures and pressures of interest,
whereas broad-band measurements, especially for water
vapor, are generally taken at conditions not found in actual
terrestrial atmospheres.
Benchmark calculations have been used to gain insight
into a number of problems removed from the calibration of
operational models. For example, Ramanathan and Downey
[1986a] have shown that the use of wide bands in random
models leads to large errors in upper tropospheric cooling
rates as compared to the LB L results. LB L calculations
have been used to determine

the most accurate

methods

for

handlingH20-CO 2 overlap in the 15 /•m frequency region
[Schwarzkopf, 1986]. An important and continuing use of
LBL calculations is in determining the accuracy of scaling
approximations, particularly for ozone, for which current
methods are inaccurate [Rodgers, 1968].
All of these developmentshave taken place in parallel with
spectacularadvances in computer power occurring since the
radiation codes used at GFDL were written. As a result,
operational radiation codes are now expected to include
more sophisticated calculations of the effects of longwave
radiation; in addition, these codes are being used in general
circulation models that possess increased horizontal and
vertical resolution, and which may, in certain applications,
compute longwave cooling rates at short time intervals. It
thus is vital that any revised radiation algorithm possess
sufficient speed to permit unrestricted use in future operational models.

In subsequentsectionsof this paper, we outline a method
which, we believe, meets the tests of both increased accuracy and adequate speed. Section 2 is an overview of the
approach, including differences and similarities to the methods of FS75. In section 3, we discussthe accuracy of the new
method by showing overall results for five standard
ICRCCM soundings. The results from this section represent
the heart of this paper. The reader who is not concernedwith
details of the model may skip sections4 and 5, which provide
details of model construction and model performance in the
troposphere and stratosphere, respectively. Section 6 is a
brief discussionof the vital question of the model speed. The
concluding section consists of a summary and cautionary
note.

2.

OVERVIEW

OF THE METHOD

In the absence of scattering, the clear-sky radiative cooling rate Q at pressurep is readily obtained from monochromatic transmissivities, using the following expressions:

Q(p)
=c•-lg
•pp
de
df0Fv(p)
F•(p) = B•[T(O)]r•(O p) +

'

019'
fO
ps
OBv
•

r•(p, p') dp'

(1)

(2)
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TABLE 1. Primary and SecondaryAbsorbing Mechanismsin Infrared Frequency Ranges

Frequency
Range,cm-l
0-400

Primaryabsorbers

H20 (L)

Secondaryabsorbers

400--560

560--800

800--990

H20 (L)

H20 (L)

H20 (C)

H20 (C)

H20 (C)
CO2
03

990-- 1070

1070-- 1200

1200--2200

H20 (C)

H20 (C)

H20 (L)

03

H20 (L)

H20 (L)

03

CO2

All secondarymechanismsare includedonly in the randomCTS calculation.H20 lines are denotedH20 (L), and the H20 continuum
is denoted H20 (C).

1

f0 gases

r•(p, p')= 2

ßexp --

/x d/x]-[

rgas(p
")Z f•kas(/2,
T(p"),p")dp"

(3)

LBL method, they still are too time consuming for use in
most large-scalenumerical models. First, they still require a
relatively large number (50-100) of frequencybands. Also, in
many of these frequency bands (such as around the 15
region) the calculationsare rather complex, often involving
absorption arising from several physically distinct mechanisms.

In the aboverelations,Cpis the specificheatof dry air at
constantpressure,9 is the gravitationconstant,F•(p) the net
radiative flux at frequency v and pressurep, B• the blackbody function at frequency v, r• the monochromatictransmission function including all absorbers between pressure
levels p and p', pS the surfacepressure,/x the cosine of the
zenith angle, r gas the mass mixing ratio for a gaseous
absorber,andf•as the absorptioncoefficientat frequencyv
due to the kth spectral line of a gaseousabsorber.
Cooling rates obtained using (1)-(3) are denoted as LBL
cooling rates. The line strengths and line widths used to
determine absorption coefficients are taken from the 1982
AFGL line catalog [Rothman et al., 1983]. The 1986 AFGL
catalog was unavailable when the calculationsfor most of
this study were made; use of the newer catalog is not
expected to significantly alter the results.
In practical computations, the LBL method is far too
time-consumingto permit its use in operational numerical
models. The reason is that absorption lines in the infrared

spectrum
aretypicallyabout0.1cm-1 in widthat a standard
pressure(1 arm). At low pressures,the lines become sufficiently narrow that absorptivities change significantlyover

frequencyintervalsof as smallas 10-3 cm-1 Sincethe
frequencyintegrationin (1) mustbe evaluatedover the entire

infraredspectrum,
a rangeof about2000cm-1, andnumerous absorptionlines are found throughoutthis range, about

106 frequency
pointsarerequiredto producea LBL calcu-

Further increasesin the speedof the radiative calculations
would result if two additional approximations were made:
neglectingless important absorptionprocessesat a particular frequencyinterval, and ignoringsomeof the complexities
of the narrow-band

random model calculations

to allow the

use of wider frequency bands. In a given frequency interval,
there usually will be a primary absorptionmechanismwhich
dominates over others. In Table 1, we decompose the

infraredspectrum
extending
from0 to 2200cm-1 into a
series of frequency ranges, indicating in each the primary
and secondaryabsorptionmechanisms.The neglect of the
secondarymechanisms,and the use of approximatemethods
allowing an entire frequency range to be computed as one
band, would reduce the number of required frequency
intervals to as few as five to ten. Of course, calculations

using these approximationsare less accurate than the narrow-band computations;clearly, we desire a method which
incorporatesthe increasedspeedobtainedby these approximations,yet retains the accuracyof the narrow-bandmethods.

One method for achieving this goal of rapid, accurate
radiative calculations is the SEA, first introduced in FS75.
The SEA recognizesthat, in many circumstances,the dominant contribution to cooling rates at a given height comes

from the "cool-to-space" (CTS) term [Rodgers and
Walshaw, 1966]. The cool-to-spacecooling rate (QcTs) is
relatively easy to compute, since it requires only the trans-

mission function between the level in question and space, as
lation of high accuracy. The time spent in such calculations
opposedto the full calculation,which requiresthe transmisis so substantial, even on current computers, that the LBL
sion between this level and all other levels:
method is usable, in practice, only for selectedbenchmark
calculations.

A number of approximations to the LB L method have
been developed which allow the replacement of the monochromatic calculations with averages over intervals of be-

QCTS
= Cp1•

Or(O, p)

B•(T)

dv

(4)

By definition,the contributionto the coolingrate Q that is

tween5 and10cm-1 (narrow-band
randommodels),theuse not included in the CTS term is called the exchange term,
of homogeneouspaths to replace the inhomogeneouspaths
encountered in the atmosphere (scaling methods), and the
use of a diffusivity factor to replace the integration over
zenith angle. The resulting parameterizations have been
shown to suffer little loss of accuracy relative to LBL
calculations [Ramanathan and Downey, 1986a; Crisp et al.,
1986]. Although these methods are far more rapid than the

and one can therefore

define

Q = Qex+ QCTS

(5)

The basicpremiseof the SEA is that the coolingrates due to
the exchange term may be calculated using approximate
techniques, with little loss of accuracy:
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gex• g•x
pp

(6)

Q • Q•x
pp+ Qcxs

(7)

EXCI4^NOE

ME7HOD

MLSCOOLING RATES
100

.

-

Since
the
cooling
rate
(Qapp)
obtained
using
the
approximate
200
techniques
also
isthe
sum
ofthe
exchange
and
CTS
terms,3q0
(7)maybewritten

,.

400

QCTs+QcTs(8)•'E
v

Q • Qapp
__ app

•x

As it stands,(8) is still not suitablefor practical computa-

tions,
since
QCTS
is(bydefinition)
anLBLcalculation.
We •

...' J/ --O (LBL}

Qapp

.

}

'-. x•....QCTS

have
already
indicated,
however,
that
narrow-band
random
• 600
approximations to QcTs are available which incorporate

700

virtually
alloftherelevant
physical
mechanisms
and,
in
addition,
arerelatively
fast.
Thus
theoperational
version
of

the SEA, to be usedin the restof thispaper,is

Q• Qapp
_ •::CTS
• app
_•tDrandøm
•,ZCTS
(9)

800

•

, '".

1000, ),,,,,, I,,, ,'..
..... I .........
-1

All of the terms in (9) may be computed easily and rapidly.

0

1

numerical

model

!

I,,,, ";',.
,
2

3

(K/day)

In the caseof the first two terms(Q•xpp)this is due to the use
of highly simplified physics, which allows the calculationsto
be performed on a few very wide frequency bands. The
random CTS term is obtained using methods developed in
section 4; in this case, although a larger number of relatively
narrow frequency bands must be used, the simplicity of the
calculation in each frequency interval permits rapid evaluation. As a result, the SEA provides a compromise approach
providing both sufficient speed and accuracy for operational

.......

0.01

,

0.1

calculations.

Before turning to a discussion of the techniques used to

obtainQ•x
pp,we presentan examplewhichdemonstrates
the
accuracy of the SEA hypothesis (6). We do so by comparing
a LBL calculation of the cooling rate terms of (5) to a similar

10.0

computationusing(7), with Qappand Q•xppobtainedusingan
extremely rapid, approximate method to be described subsequently. The principal results are displayed in Figures l a

and lb. We observethat in the troposphereneither Qappnor
Qcxs is close to Q(LBL); however, the SEA hypothesisis
very successful. It is useful to note that Qex is small
compared to Q(LBL) for all pressures greater than --•0.1
mbar. Above this level, Qex is an important contributor to
Q(LBL), in general agreement with Leovy [1984].
The original form of the SEA (described in detail in FS75
and denoted here as SEA75) consisted simply of the use of

an emissivity calculationfor Q•x
pp in those parts of the
spectrum for which water vapor lines are the primary
absorbing mechanism. In this paper, we describe a generalization of the SEA (denoted as SEA88) which permits
application of the SEA to all frequency ranges in the infrared
spectrum. The exchange term in SEA88 is an approximate
calculation for the primary absorptionmechanismin each of
the frequency ranges given in Table 1. The random CTS term
includes both the primary and the less important (secondary)
mechanisms. Since this term is computed on relatively
narrow frequency bands, it may also be used to correct for
errors caused by the use of wide frequency bands in the
approximate calculations.
It is important to realize that the composition of the
approximations used for the exchange term in SEA88 can
vary from spectral interval to spectral interval. Similarly, the
additional

effects included

in the random

CTS term will differ

100.0

b), ,,,, ....k,,:"L
....,....,.... ,.... ,....

1000.0
-6

-4

-2

0

2

4

6

8

10

12

(K/day)
Fig. 1. Cooling rates (in K/d) for the AFGL mid-latitude summer (MLS) profile with the absorbersH20, CO2, 03, and the water
vapor continuumincluded. The three curves on the right side of the
figure give the line-by-line coolingrate (Q(LBL)), the LBL cool-tospacecoolingrate (QcTs), and Qapp,obtainedby the methodsgiven
in this paper. The two curves on the left side of the figure give Qex
(defined in (6)) and •ex
F}app
ß In Figure la , tropospheric results are
emphasized, with the ordinate being pressure, ranging from 0 to
1000mbar. In Figure lb, middle atmosphereresults are emphasized;
the ordinate is pressure, ranging from 1000 to 0.01 mbar on a
logarithmic scale.

in each frequency range. In general, these effectsare of three
types: (1) incorporation of complexities in the radiative
calculations, (2) correction of errors caused by the use of
wide frequency intervals in the approximate calculations,
and (3) inclusion of the secondary absorption mechanisms
given in Table 1. For example, in frequency rangesin which
water vapor lines are the sole primary absorber, the approximate technique employed is an emissivity calculation (dis-
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cussed in detail in section 4). As shown in FS75, the use of
an emissivity approximation for transmissivities leads to
enormous efficiencies, but degraded accuracy. The random
CTS term here is used primarily to incorporate effects due to
the variation of H20 line strengthwith temperature. In the

frequency
rangeincluding
the15-/xm
region(560-800cm-•),
where absorption by carbon dioxide, water vapor lines, and
continuum are all significant, the exchange term is computed
using one frequency interval, thus treating crudely the
overlap of the gaseous absorbers. The random CTS term
uses two frequency intervals to account for the frequency
dependenceof the overlap (see section4 for further details).
Finally, in the portion of the spectrum where absorption by
the water vapor continuum dominates, the exchangeterm is
a wide-band computation including only the absorption due
to the continuum, while the random CTS term includes the
effects of water vapor lines, as well as the variation of the
continuum coefficient with frequency.
As the above discussionsuggests,application of SEA88 in
each frequency range involves considerable computational
detail. We postpone such details to sections4 and 5 in order
to first display overall results for benchmark casesover the
entire longwave spectrum.
3.

OVERALL

RESULTS

As discussed in section 1, the existence of benchmark
values for longwave cooling rates and fluxes now permits
rigorous checking of any parameterized method, at least in
the absence of clouds. We therefore have computed cooling
rates and fluxes for the five standardICRCCM profiles using
the radiation algorithm given in this paper. These cooling
rates (denoted henceforth as SEA88) are displayed in Figures 2a-6b, together with cooling rates for the same profiles
obtained using LBL methods. Also shown are cooling rates
computed using the operational radiation code based on
FS75 (denoted as SEA75). For each calculation we show two
figures, one emphasizingthe troposphere and one the stratosphere and mesosphere(middle atmosphere). The appendix
provides details of the methods for obtaining pressure,
temperature, water vapor and ozone profilesfrom the AFGL
data. The pressure level structures used in the LBL and
operational model calculations are also described in this
appendix.
Tropospheric cooling rates for the five standardcasesare
displayed in Figures 2a-6a. In all five cases, at nearly all
pressures, cooling rates obtained using the new radiation
algorithm (SEA88) are substantially closer to the LBL
values than those obtained using SEA75. Errors in cooling
rates computedusingSEA88 are generally0.1 K/d. The most
noticeable differences (up to 0.2 K/d) occur in the 250- to
350-mbarpressurerange. Much of this differenceis artificial,
resulting from comparing LBL calculations using high (20
mbar) vertical resolutionat thesepressureswith calculations
of the operational models (with --•70-mbar vertical resolution). To eliminate this effect, we have obtained "degraded"
LBL cooling rates for the operational model pressurelevels,
usingtechniquesoutlined in the appendix. Figure 7a displays
the differences•between the operational model results and
the "degraded" LB L values for the MLS profile; for pressures greater than 200 mbar, the SEA88 calculations give
errors below 0.1 K/d and are far superior to the SEA75
results. Details on the computationalmethodsused to obtain
the SEA88 results will be given in section 4.
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Fig. 2. Cooling rates (in K/d) for the AFGL mid-latitude summer (MLS) profile with the absorbersH20, CO2, O•, and the water
vapor continuum included. Cooling rates are evaluated over the

•2200 cm-• frequencyrange.The solidline givescoolingrates
obtainedusingLBL methods, the dashedline gives results obtained
usingthe new (SEA88) radiation algorithm, and the dotted line gives
resultsobtainedusingthe SEA75 radiation algorithm.As in Figure
1, two figures are presented, with tropospheric results in Figure 2a
and middle atmosphere results in Figure 2b.

The excellent agreement in tropospheric cooling rates
suggeststhat fluxes obtained using the new method should
also agree closely with fluxes obtained using LBL methods.
We have computed the net fluxes at the top of the atmosphere,the tropopauseand the groundfor the five ICRCCM
cases, and display results in Table 2. As expected, results
from SEA88 agree much more closely with the LBL results
than those from

SEA75.

Middle atmospherecooling rates for the same five cases
are shown in Figures 2b-6b. As in the troposphere, cooling
rates computedusing the new radiation algorithm are generally in excellent agreement with the LBL results. In this
case, the agreementis less surprising,since both SEA88 and
SEA75 obtain CO2 coolingrates usingthe methodsgiven in
FS81 and SF85. Again, some of the discrepancies between
the LBL and operational model results are caused by resolution effects, and may be eliminated by use of degraded
LBL cooling rates. Differences between the operational
model cooling rates and the degraded LB L results for the
MLS profile are shown in Figure 7b; the largest values occur
near 1 mbar, amounting to --•0.9 K/d. Section 5 provides
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Same as Figure 2, but with cooling rates for the AFGL
tropical (T) profile.

further discussion of these differences, and of the small but
important errors noticeable in the lower stratosphere.
4.

TROPOSPHERIC

ISSUES AND COMPUTATIONAL
METHODS

Water vapor absorption is the most important contributor
to tropospheric infrared cooling rates. As noted in Table 1,
absorptiondue to either water vapor lines or the e-type H20
continuum is significant at all frequencies in the thermal
infrared. Our main focus, in this section, is on cooling rates
due to water vapor only. The inclusionof CO2 coolingrates
is discussedin a subsection on 15 /am band cooling rates;
radiative effects of ozone, significant only in the middle
atmosphere, are discussedin section 5.
We begin by displaying cooling rates due to water vapor
(including the e-type H20 continuum) for the MLS and T
soundings(Figures 8a and 9a), and due to water vapor (lines
only) for the MLS profile (Figure 10a). In order to avoid
resolution effects, degraded LBL cooling rates are employed
for all comparisons between LBL and parameterized calculations in this section. The operational model results are for
the old (SEA75) and new (SEA88) radiation algorithms.
Differences between the operational model cooling rates and
the LBL results are shown in Figures 8b-10b. As in the
computations with all gases, cooling rates computed using
SEA88 are substantially more accurate (i.e., closer to the
LBL results) than those obtained using SEA75. The only

4

6

8

, , , I i , , i

10 12 14

(K/day)

(K/day)

Fig. 3.

2

Fig. 4.

Same as Figure 2, but with cooling rates for the AFGL
mid-latitude winter (MLW) profile.

pressure region where the SEA88 algorithm does not improve the results is between 900 and 1000 mbar, in the
lines-only comparison (Figure 10b). Possible reasons for
errors in that region will be discussedbelow.
We next break down the tropospheric water vapor cooling
rates into values for various frequency domains. As noted in
Table 1, the infrared spectrum may be divided into several
frequency ranges, each with differing radiative properties. In

the 0-560 and 1200-2200cm-1 ranges,watervaporis the
-1

only significant absorbing mechanism. The 800-1200 cm
range has the H20 continuum as the principal absorbing
mechanism,with the H20 lines and ozone playinga second-

aryrole.In the560-800cm-1 region,bothH20 (linesand
continuum) and CO2 are important absorbingmechanisms.
The contribution from each frequency range to cooling rates
varies with altitude. We show this in Figure 11, where LBL
cooling rates for the water vapor lines-only case using the
MLS sounding are shown as a function of pressure for
various frequency ranges. Two points to notice are (1)
cooling between 200 and 300 mbar is overwhelmingly the
result of absorption in the spectral range between 160 and

560cm-1 and (2) mostcoolingnearthe surfaceis dueto
linesin the 560-800cm-1 region.Figure12 is the correspondingpicture for LBL calculations with only the water
vapor continuum included, while Figure 13 displays results
for the LBL calculation including H20 lines and continuum.
The principal difference between these results and those of
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Fig. 6.

Same as Figure 2, but with cooling rates for the AFGL
sub-Arctic winter (SAW) profile.

the lines-onlycaseis in the 800-1200cm-1 rangenearthe
surface, where cooling due to the continuum dominates.
Increased cooling between 800 and 900 mbar is due to

U(p,p') = p•-I

p"du

(10)

continuum
absorption
in the560-800cm-1 range;theeffect
of the continuumbetween 400 and 560 cm-1 is an increasein
cooling between 600 and 700 mbar, and a reduction near the
surface.

In the subsectionsbelow, we describe the methods used to
obtain the SEA88 results in each frequency range, using the
LBL results of Figures 11-13 for purposes of validation.

The standardpressureP0 = 1013.25mbar; u is the absorber
amount. If the variation of line intensity with temperature is
also ignored, the flux at pressurep can be shown to depend
on the emissivity G(T, U):

G(T, U) = r -4

gv(r)•-sl(ro,U) d/2

(11)

Water Vapor Lines-Only Region

In (11),rslis thetransmissivity
computed
usingthe strong-

Absorption due to water vapor lines is the principal
mechanism contributing to cooling rates in the 0-560 and

line approximationat a standardtemperature To (250 K).
To apply the emissivity approximation in random models,

1200-2200
cm-1 frequency
ranges.We therefore
mayapply

we write

(9) in thesefrequencyregionsby taking Qappto be simplified
calculation of H20 cooling rates. In SEA88, just as in
SEA75, we have employed an emissivity calculation applied
to a Goody random model.
with
The emissivity approximation ignores the variation of line
intensity with temperature along the path between two
pressures. Further, it assumesthat the strong-line approxiand
mation may be used to compute transmissivities. In the
strong-line approximation, the transmission function for an
inhomogeneouspath depends only on the pressure-scaled

absorber
amountU(p, p'):

G(T,U)= T-4 •'• Bn(T)•'n(U,
To)AUg

(12)

n

•'n(U,r0)= exp[-(O•n(To)DU(p
, p'))1/2]

(13)

2

(14)
ø•n(ro)
=•12n
•k[Sk(rO)Tk(ro'
P0)31/2
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The random CTS cooling rate at pressure p is evaluated
using the following expression:

o
(K/day)

.01I•)

OTn(O,P)

random
= c;lgZ Bn(T)

......!

.10

CTS

n

/

AI,'
n

(18)

In this case, rn(0, p) is obtained using the Goody random
model. Temperature scaling [see Rodgers and Walshaw,
1966] is employed to account for the variation of line
properties with temperature, with TO = 250 K and line
strengths computed at 25 K intervals. The 1982 AFGL
catalog is used for line data. The important issue of the
specification of frequency bands used in computing the

ß..•.

random CTS term is discussed below.
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Fig. 7. Cooling rate errors (in K/d) for the AFGL MLS profile.
The dashed line gives the difference in cooling rate between the
SEA88 computation and the LBL calculation (i.e., Q(SEA88) Q(LBL)). The LBL values are degradedto the resolutionused for
the SEA88 calculations. The dotted line gives the difference in
cooling rate between the SEA75 computation and the LBL calculation. Figure 7a emphasizes the errors in the troposphere, while
Figure 7b emphasizesthe middle atmosphereerrors.

In (14), Sk and •/k are line intensities and widths at the
standard temperature (To) and pressure(P0) for line k in
frequency interval n, and the sum is over all lines in the
frequency interval. A•,n is the bandwidth for the frequency
interval. Bn(T ) is the blackbodyfunctionintegratedover the
frequency interval at temperature T. The valuesof Sk and •/k
are derived from laboratory data on line widths and strengths
contained in the 1982 version of the AFGL catalog [Rothman
et al., 1983]. In (13), D is the diffusivity factor, specified as
1.66 for all water vapor calculations. The flux at pressure
level p computed using the emissivity approximation may
then be written

Op

as

p,
OT
4 ,) ,
•

Op'

G2[T(p , e(p' p)] dp'

(15)

with

Gi(T,U)= r -4 •'• Bn(r)•'n(r
O,U)Avn

andWalshaw[1966].Thesebandsareabout100cm-1 wide;
sixbandsareusedin the0-560cm-1 region,whileeightare
employed
inthe1200-2200
cm-1 region.Recently,
however,
Ramanathan and Downey [1986a] have shown that cooling
rates in the upper tropospherecomputedusing broad-band
random models have substantialerrors (up to 0.5 K/d) when
compared with LBL results. Best agreement with LBL
computationsis attained with band widths of no more than

10cm-1 . This findingis directlyapplicableto calculations
usingthe emissivityapproximation;we show this by displaying, in Figure 14, the differencebetween LB L coolingrates
for the MLS profile and cooling rates obtained using two

emissivity
calculations'
oneemploys10cm-• bandsfor the
entirefrequency
domain(0-560,1200-2200
cm-1),whilethe
otheruses100cm- 1 bandsin the 160-560cm- • regionand
10cm-1 bandselsewhere.In the250-to 350-mbarregionthe
100cm-1 calculationoverestimates
coolingby about0.2
K/d, whereasthe 10 cm-1 calculation
is muchmoreaccu-

F(p) = Gi[T(0),U(0,p)]r4(o)
+

Approximate CTS coolingrates are obtainedby evaluating
(18) with the transmissionfunction rn(O, p) computed by
using the emissivity approximation (13) and (14). As in the
computationfor Qapp,this calculation may be performed
usingthe precalculatedemissivity function Gi(T, U), with
r = T(p)and U = U(0, p).
The chief problem for radiative computations in this
frequency region is the selection of frequency bands over
whichto evaluate
Qapp
and•,•random
•:CTS . In SEA75, the precomputed emissivities as well as the random CTS terms were
evaluated over the frequency bands proposed by Rodgers

(16)

rate, as in Ramanathan and Downey. Both emissivity computations underestimate cooling rates in the middle troposphereby about 0.15 K/d, showingthat in this region the
most important issue is the variation of line intensity with
temperature,as discussedin FS75, rather than the width of
the spectral bands.
The foregoing results lead naturally to a specificationof
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TABLE 2. Net Longwave
Fluxes(in W/m2) at theTopof theAtmosphere,
Tropopause,
and
Surface

for the Five ICRCCM

Cases
Case

Model

T

MLS

MLW

SAS

SAW

Net Surface Flux
LB L
OLD
NEW

(OLD - LBL)
(NEW - LBL)

66.49
58.87
64.22

79.07
76.25
77.06

91.89
95.98
94.09

-7.62
-2.27

-2.82
-2.01

4.09
2.20

90.24
90.04
88.46

82.91
81.80
82.71

-0.20
- 1.78

- 1.11
-0.20

Net Tropopause Flux
LBL
OLD
NEW

(OLD - LBL)
(NEWLBL)

288.11
286.66
288.18

- 1.45
0.07

272.77
270.86
272.55

214.57
211.94
213.89

239.25
236.93
238.98

178.21
175.64
177.48

-2.63
-0.68

-2.32
-0.27

-2.57
-0.73

- 1.91
-0.22

Upward Flux at Top
LB L
OLD
NEW

298.28
295.77
296.91

288.99
286.53
287.79

236.56
234.34
235.51

269.96
268.00
268.84

202.95
201.40
202.35

(OLD - LBL)
(NEW - LBL)

-2.51
- 1.37

-2.46
- 1.20

-2.22
- 1.05

- 1.96
- 1.12

- 1.55
-0.60

The tropical case is denoted as T, the mid-latitude summer case as MLS, the mid-latitude winter
case as MLW, the sub-Arctic summer case as SAS, and the sub-Arctic winter case as SAW. Models

used are the line-by-line (LBL), the old operational model (OLD), and the new algorithm (NEW).
Tropopause pressuresare 93.7 mbar (T case), 179.0 mbar (MLS case), 256.8 mbar (MLW case), 267.5
-1
mbar (SAS case), and 282.9 mbar (SAW case). The LBL calculations are made on a 0-2200 cm
frequency range with the 1982 AFGL catalog used for line data.

•app as the cooling rate computed using the emissivity given by the strong-lineapproximation of the Goody random

approximationevaluatedon 10 cm-1 wide bands,and model, we may obtain the coefficient an (defined in (14)).
• random
CT$ as the cool-to-spacewater vapor cooling rate, com- Figure16isa plotof anineach10cm- • interval.
Weseethat
putedonthe same10cm-1 widebands.Figure15displays an takes on a wide range of values; however, it is also
the differences between cooling rates for the 0-560 and

evident that similar values for an are obtained in several

1200-2200
cm-1 regionobtained
withthisSEAspecificationfrequency intervals. We exploit this fact by consolidating10
and with the LBL method; also shown are the errors arising cm-• bands
withsimilar
values
foranintoa smaller
number
from the use of Qavvalone. The SEA substantiallyreduces of "combined narrow" bands, and using these combined
cooling rate errors at nearly all pressures;the only noticeable errors are in the 600- to 700-mbar region, where cooling
rates are underestimated by ---0.08 K/d.
The problem with this calculation is that far too many
bands are required in the random CTS computation, thus
making the method unacceptably slow. We have been able to
reduce the number of bands required to a number suitable
for practical computationsby employing a number of strate-

gems. First, we assumethat the CTS correctionto Qavvis

unimportant
in the 0-160 and 1200-2200
cm-1 regions.To
justify this approximation, we note that the temperature
dependenceof water vapor lines of frequenciesgreater than

bands in the random CTS calculations. To accomplish this,
we first obtain random model parameters for a combined
narrow band (N) using the laboratory data contained in the
AFGL catalog.Next, the transmissivityr/v(0, p) for band N
is obtained using the above random parameters. The random
CTS cooling rate for band N is computed by using the
following expression'

CTS•,,•
i = Cff
Qrandomt
ar•
1•1
0'/'n(0,
p)•'•n' Bn'(T)
Op

(19)

where the sum over n' is over all of the 10 cm -1 bands

1000cm-1 is knownto be small[Rodgers
and Walshaw, comprising the combined narrow band (N). (It is important
1966]. The emissivity approximation should thus be sufficiently accurate at these frequencies. In addition, LBL

to note that the values of •Bn,(T ) are obtained by table
lookup of precomputed blackbody functions evaluated over

coolingratesin the 0-160and 1200-2200
cm-1 regionare specifiedfrequency ranges at specifiedtemperatures; theresmall (cf. Figure 11), both in magnitudeand in proportionto
cooling rates from other frequency domains. In any case,
examination of Figures 11 and 13 indicates that the error due
to this approximation is acceptably small.

fore no additional computation time is necessary to obtain
the values of the source function required by any combined
narrow band.) The final step is the summation of these
cooling rates over all combined narrow bands to obtain the
No suchapproximation
is possiblein the 160-560cm-1 random CTS cooling rates for the frequency range. The
region, which includesthe strongestwater vapor lines in the specification of the combined narrow bands is shown in
infrared spectrum. In this region, the H20 transmissivity Table 3. Eight such bands are employed for the 160-560
varies enormously with frequency, even when the transmis- cm-1 range,withfour of thesebandsin the 160-400cm- 1
sivityis expressed
asan averageovera 10cm-• interval.If frequency range and four other bands between 400 and 560
-1
.
we assume that the transmission function in this region is cm
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Fig. 8. (a) Cooling rates for the MLS profile. Absorption from
H20 (lines plus continuum) is included. The solid line gives degradedLBL results, the dashedline gives resultsfor SEA88, and the
dotted line gives results for SEA7$. (b) Cooling rate errors for the
MLS profile, with absorption from H20 (lines plus continuum)
included. The dashed line gives errors due to the SEA88 computation, and the dotted line errors owing to the SEA7$ formulation, as
in Figure 7a. Tropospheric results are emphasized.

Fig. 9. (a) Same as Figure 8, but with cooling rates for the T
profile. (b) Same as Figure 8b, but with coolingrate errors for the T
profile.

the error resulting from entirely neglecting the continuum
absorption.It is evident that the SEA88 computationis able
to account for most of the extra absorption.
The 10-t.•mRegion

The effect of using combined narrow bands in SEA88 is
shown in Figure 17, where errors due to this approach are

We next turn to the frequency region between 800 and

compared
withthosearisingwhen10cm-1 widebandsare 1200cm-•. For the present,we ignorethe presenceof

absorbersother than water vapor. Inspection of Figures 11
(witheightbandsin the 160-560cm-1 range)yieldscooling and 13 indicates that this region differs from the lines-only
rates for the MLS profile which are remarkably close to the region in two respects'first, most absorptionis attributable
to the water vapor continuum; second, most cooling takes
more elaborate method (with 40 bands in that range).
place
near the surface. We therefor apply the SEA in this
In creating these combined narrow bands, a deliberate
region
by defining Qapp as a one-band computation of
effort was made to separatebands with frequenciesgreater
than400cm-1 fromthoseof smallerfrequencies.
Above400 coolingrates due only to the H20 continuum. Water vapor
cm-• , watervaporabsorption
in excess
of thatattributable lines, as well as the variation of the continuum coefficient
to lines is observed, and denotedas H20 continuumabsorp- with frequency, are included as secondary effects in the
used. We see that the combined narrow band approximation

tion. The LBL calculations displayed in Figures 11-13
indicate that this mechanism should be significant between
700 mbar and the surface. We include this absorptionin the
random CTS computation, using the same expressionsthat
are used for the 10-/•m region, discussedbelow. This approach is consistentwith the overall philosophyof inclusion
of secondary effects in the random CTS calculations. In
Figure 18 we show the error in the SEA88 calculation made
by including this effect in the random CTS term, as well as

random

CTS calculation.

The major difficultyin computingH20 continuumcooling
rates arises from the dependenceof the absorptioncoefficient on the partial pressureof water vapor rather than on
the meanatmosphericpressureover the path. In general,we
may write the continuum transmissionfunction as
r•(p, p') = exp [-k•(T)Du]
with

(20)
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Fig. 11. Cooling rates by frequency range for the MLS profile
using the LBL method. The absorber is H20 (lines only). The
frequency ranges included are 0-160, 160-560, 560-800, 800-1200,
and 1200-2200 cm -] .
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vapor lines (usingthe Goody random model) and to allow for
the variation of continuum coefficient with frequency. (The
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Fig. 10. (a) Same as Figure 8a, but absorptionfrom H20 (lines
only) is included. (b) Same as Figure 8b, but absorptionfrom H20
(lines only) is included.

kv(T) : a •(T)e(H20) + 13•(T)p

and the random CTS calculations.) Since the continuum
coefficient actually changes gradually with frequency, and
the inclusion of water vapor lines in this frequency range
affects cooling rates only in the surface region (cf. Figures 12
and 13), we may use wider frequency bands in this region

(21)
LBL COOLING

In (20) and (21), e is the partial pressureof H20, u the H20
amount between pressuresp and p', and a• and /3• the
continuum coefficients for e-type and p-type absorptions,
respectively.D in (20) is the diffusivityfactor, which is taken
as 1.66. Were kv(T) only a functionof pressure,the effectof
the continuum could easily be incorporated in an emissivity
calculation, since •(p, p') would dependonly on temperature
and the pressure-scaledmass. One would merely extend the
frequency range used in precomputingemissivities,incorporating continuum transmissivities obtained using (20) in
appropriate frequency ranges. The actual dependence of
k•(T) on e(H20) (and thus on the squareof the H20 mixing
ratio) forces us to treat this frequency range separately.
In the presentformulation(SEA88), we assumethat/3•(T)
= 0, and that a•(T) is obtained as in Roberts [1976]. To
obtain one-bandcontinuumcoefficientsfor Qapp,We merely
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The random CTS computationis designedto include water
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Fig. 12. Same as Figure 11, but the absorber is H20 (continuum), and the frequency rangesincluded are 400-560, 560-800, and
800-1200 cm- ].
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Fig. 13. Same as Figure 11, but the absorber is H20 (lines plus
continuum).

than in the lines-only region. In SEA88, we have employed
four frequency bands in the random CTS calculation. The
frequency range of these bands is given in Table 3.
We now compare the SEA88 results with the LBL values
in this frequencyrange. Figure 19 displaysthe differencesin
the continuum-only case; plotted are errors made by SEA88,

Fig. 15. Sameas Figure 14, but the dottedline giveserrorsusing

theemissivity
calculation
with 10cm-• bandwidth
in the 160-560
cm-] frequency
range,andthe dashedlinegiveserrorsusingthe
SEAformulation,
witha 10cm-] bandwidth
usedfor calculation
of
the random

CTS term.

as well as those made usingonly Qapp.Figure 20 showsthe
correspondingresults with the water vapor lines now included. In each case, errors using the SEA88 formulation are
less than 0.1 K/d at all pressures, while the approximate
calculation(which does not include water vapor lines) gives
errors of as much as 0.35 K/d.
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In practice, some modificationsto the parameterization

•

describedabove are required, owing to the existence of the
strongabsorptionband of ozone at 9.6/xm. As indicatedin
Table 1, ozone is an important contributor (in the middle

atmosphere)
to cooling
ratesin the990-1070
cm-• interval.
F:'11
....................
In SEA88 we have excluded this frequency region from the

_. .................
'"'"' 10-/xmfrequencyrange.The one-bandcomputationQappis
and1070-1200
cm-• range.The 990-1070cm-• frequency
/.:.........
I"'
thereforeperformedon a singleband comprisingthe 800-990

interval is computedas a separatefrequency range. Results

in the 990-1070cm-• range,with ozoneincluded,will be

I

discussed in section 5.
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Fig. 14. Cooling rate errors for the MLS profile in the H20
(lines only) case. The frequency range used is 0-560 and 1200-2200

only and 10-/xmregion in that we must now include three
significantcontributors to tropospheric cooling rates: H20
lines, H20 continuum,and CO2. Our approachhere is to
calculateQappover onefrequencybandwhichcomprisesthe
entire frequency interval, using simple calculationsfor each
of the absorbers.

The random

CTS

calculation

includes

a

more complete calculation of H20 line absorption, and
cm-1 . The dashed
linegiveserrorsowingto an emissivity
calcula- attemptsto correct for the error committed in a one-band
tionwith 10cm- 1 bandwidth
in the 160-560cm- • range,whilethe treatment of CO2-H20 overlap.
dotted line gives errors using an emissivity calculation with 100
TransmissionfunctionsQappare computedseparatelyfor
cm-• bandwidth
in the 160-560cm-• range.Bothcalculations
use
the same bandwidth in the rest of the frequency range. Differences
are given as Q - Q(LBL), as in Figure 7a. The LBL coolingrates
are shown in Figure 11.

eachgasoverthe560-800cm-• interval,andmultiplied
to

obtain the combined transmissivity used in cooling rate

computations.For CO2, a computercode initially formu-
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while the dashedline gives errors for the SEA88 algorithm described
in (19) and related text.
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Fig. 16. Absorption by H20 as a function of frequency. For

each10 cm-1 bandbetween160and 560 cm-1, the absorption
coefficient an (defined in (14)) is evaluated. The ordinate gives

1

(25)

p

122

For each method, cooling rates and fluxes for the frequency

valuesof an, andtheabscissa
givesfrequencies
(in cm-1). In the interval may be obtained through use of (2) and (1). Cooling
new operational model, frequency bandswith similar values of a n
are grouped to form the combined narrow bands listed in Table 3.

lated by Drayson [1973] has been used to obtain LBL
transmission functions for a standard temperature profile.
The methods given in FS81 and SF85 are then used to obtain
transmissivities appropriate for the particular temperature
and pressure profile. The H20 continuum is included in a
manner similar to the one-band calculation for the 10-/am
band, with the continuum coefficient averaged over the

rates for the entire 15-/am band are then obtained by summation over the number of frequency intervals.
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100

200
3OO

560-800cm-• intervalusing(22).Transmissivities
for H20
lines are obtained using the emissivity approximation (12)
and (13), with all band parameters evaluated at 250 K. We
assume that errors due to the neglect of variation of band
parameters with temperature will be corrected by inclusion
of these effects in the random

CTS calculation.

4OO

500
600

The principal function of the random CTS calculationis to
account for errors resulting from the use of only one band in

7O0

the Qapp calculation, which results in an overly crude
treatment of H20-CO 2 overlap. In general, band models

8OO

obtain the transmission function in frequency intervals containing more than one gaseousabsorber by multiplication of
the band transmissivities computed for each absorber. In the
15-/am region, this procedure is as follows:

900:

ra12(p,p')= ra12(H20)ra12(CO2)ra12(cont)

(23)

In this relation, A•, is the bandwidth. By contrast, LBL
calculations in this region are done as follows:

r 12(p,p') = r12(H20)r•(CO2)r•(cont)

(24)

1000
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Fig. 18. Cooling rate errors for the MLS profile due to the H20

continuum
in the 400-560cm-• frequency
range.Thedottedline
giveserrors when the continuumabsorptionis neglected;the dashed
line gives errors using the SEA88 formulation, with the H20
continuum included. The LB L cooling rates for H20 (lines plus
continuum) are given in Figure 13.
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Band Structure Used for the New Radiation Algorithm

Frequency

Range,cm-]

Random

Approximate Calculation

0-160

Sum over

CTS

Calculation

16 bands

of 10 cm- ] width
160-560

Sum over 40 bands

of 10 cm -1 width

Eight bands:
1. 170-180, 200-210, 220-230
2. 160-170, 180-190, 190-200, 210-220,
240-250, 250-260, 270-280, 280-290,
300-310, 320-330, 350-360
3. 230-240, 260-270, 330-340,
370-380, 390-400
4. 290-300, 310-320, 360-370,
5. 410-420, 450-460
6. 420-430, 440-450, 470-480,
7. 400-410, 430-440, 460-470,
8. 490-500, 520-530, 530-540,

560-800

Oneband,240cm-] wide

800-900

One band, including the
800-900, 900-990, and

900-990
990-1070
1070-1200

1070-1200
cm-] ranges
See800-900cm-] range
Oneband,80 cm-] wide
See800-900cm-] range

1200-2200

Sum over

340-350,
380-390
500-510, 510-520
480-490
540-550, 550-560

Two bands
1. 560-670
2. 670-800
One band

One band
One band
One band

100 bands of 10

cm- ] width

The bandsgivenin the approximatecalculationcolumnare usedin computingQapp.The samebands

areusedin obtaining
Q•t•, butonlythefrequency
ranges
from160to 1200cm-] areused.Bands
given in the random CTS calculationcolumn are used for the random cool-to-spacecalculation.

In principle, significant differences may be expected between transmissivities obtained by the band model method
(23) and by the LBL approach(25). For the samebandwidth,
•'a• obtained using (23) will diverge from the same quantity
computed using (25), particularly as the bandwidth in-

MLS COOLING
, , ' ' i,'',

i ....

creases.Eventually, this will result in unacceptableerrors in
cooling rates and fluxes in the 15-/am region.
Clearly we need to determine a bandwidth which is
sufficientlynarrow to permit accurate calculations of cooling
rates and fluxes, yet wide enough that the random CTS
calculations may be performed using a small number of
frequency bands. To do so, we have used the LBL method
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Fig.19. Cooling
rateerrors
fortheMLSprofile
intheH27

continuum-only case. The frequency range used is 800-1200 cm
The dottedline is the one-band(Qapp)error, and the dashedline the
error of the SEA88 formulation. The LBL cooling rates are given in
Figure 12.
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Fig. 20. Same as Figure 19 but for the H20 (lines plus continuum)
case. The LBL cooling rates are given in Figure 13.
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Fig. 22.

Same as Figure 21 but the absorbersare CO2 and H20
(lines plus continuum).

are CO2 and H20 (lines only). The dotted line gives the difference

betweenthecoolingratecomputed
witha 10cm-1 bandwidth
and
the LB L result. The dashed line is the same quantity, with a 100

cm-1 bandwidth
employed.
Thesolidlineis thesameresultwitha
200 cm -1 bandwidth used.

Qappby using one-band transmissivitiesdefined over the

560-800cm-1 frequency
range.The randomCTS computations are then performed using two frequency intervals. In

to obtain ray(p, p') separately for H20, CO2, and the
continuum. Integration over a specified bandwidth, as in
(25), yields band transmissivitiesfor each absorber, obtained
by the LBL technique, but otherwise comparable to the
band transmissivities obtained using band models. Multiplication of these transmissivities, as in (23), produces a

combined transmissivity r•v(p, p') comparableto that obtained by the band model calculation. By using (t) and (2),
we may obtain t5-/xm band cooling rates for the specified
bandwidth. Differences between these cooling rates and the
benchmark LBL values may then be attributed to the
bandwidth

practice,the firstbandextendsfrom560to 670cm-1 and
the secondfrom 670 to 800 cm-1. In eachband,H20
transmissivities for both lines and continuum are obtained;

the effectsof temperature on line intensity are included. CO2
transmission

functions

for each band are obtained

from LBL

transmissivities, using the methods of FS8t and SF85.

Figure 23a displays the cooling rate errors made by this
approach,together with the errors made using Qapp.The
LBL cooling rates used for comparison are shown in Figure
23b. Considerable improvements in lower tropospheric heating rates are evident, a result which appears to justify the
additional computational time spent in this region.

used for this calculation.

To determine the desired bandwidth, cooling rates have

beencomputed
for the 600-800cm-1 interval,usingthe
method outlined above, and compared to the LBL values.
Five values of bandwidth were employed: t0, 20, 50, tOO,

5.

MIDDLE

ATMOSPHERE

COMPUTATIONAL

ISSUES AND

METHODS

Infrared cooling in the middle atmosphere is primarily

and200cm-• . Thesecomputations
havebeenperformed
for causedby absorptiondue to lines in the 15-ttm band complex
two cases'(t) CO2 + H20 lines and (2) CO2 + H20 lines and
continuum. The MLS profile was used for temperature and
H20 mixing ratio, and the CO2 mixing ratio was 300 ppmv.
Results for the two cases are shown in Figure 21 (CO2 +
H20 lines) and Figure 22 (CO2 + H20 lines and continuum).
In each figure we display error curves for the band model

of CO2 and in the 9.6-ttm band of 03. Absorption by water
vapor lines also contributes significantly to cooling, especially in the tO- to t00-mbar region, but cooling rates due to
H20 are always smaller than that due to the other two
absorbers.Contributionsof other gases(CH4, N20, etc.) are
of minor importance and will not be consideredin this paper.
computations
usingbandwidths
of t0, tOO,and200cm-• . It
The design of algorithms for the computation of middle
is surprisingthat when lines only are considered,bandwidths atmospheric cooling rates in general circulation models
of tOOcm-1 giveexcellent
results,andevena bandwidth
of raisesa number of issuesthat do not arise in the tropospheric
200cm-1 is acceptable.
Whenthe continuum
is included, computationsdescribedin section4. Radiative computations
however,bandwidths
of tOOcm-1 are requiredto retain in the middle atmospherediffer from tropospheric computaaccuracy. We conclude that two frequency bands with tions in three important ways. First, ozone is an important
bandwidths of about tOOcm -• are sufficientto account for contributor to middle atmospheric cooling rates, especially
in the lower stratosphereand near the stratopause. Second,
H20-CO 2 overlap in the t5-/xm region.
The above considerations have been used to formulate the
at low pressures, it becomes necessary to use the Voigt line
SEA88 algorithm in the t5-/xm region. First, we compute shape rather than the Lorentz line shape to obtain accurate
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lation:

(a)

AT(p) • rradAQ(p)

200

In this relation •'radis the radiative dampingtime at pressure
p. This quantity has been obtained in a number of ways [e.g.,
Fels, 1982;Kiehl and Solomon, 1985].Typical valuesfor •'rad
are ---60days at 50 mbar and ---5 days at 1 mbar. An error of

300

•

(26)

4oo

•

500

'"'

600

0.1 K/d thus results in an error of---6

7OO

---0.5 K at 1 mbar. We conclude that the radiative
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100(b)

•

500

""

600

tion must be very careful in evaluating effects in the lower
stratosphere,but that significanterrors (---0.2 K/d) are allowable at levels around and above the stratopause (1 mbar).
The above considerationslead us to a radiative algorithm
which incorporates a number of modifications to the troposphericmethods described in section 4. The most important
difference is the inclusion of ozone cooling by the 9.6-•m
band. In addition, a simple parameterization of Voigt effects

hasbeen incorporatedin the H20 and 03 calculations.The

300

400

formula-

formulation allows for inclusion of some of the minor CO2
and 03 bands, as required for accuracy in calculationsat
various altitudes. A full discussion of these parameteriza-

200

•

K at 50 mbar and of

tions is found below.

As in the troposphericdiscussion,we validate the middle
atmosphereradiative algorithm by comparisonwith benchmark LBL results. As noted in section 3 (Figures 2b-6b),
7OO
middle atmosphere cooling rates for the five standard
8OO
ICRCCM casesobtained by the SEA88 algorithm are generally in excellent agreement with the LBL results. Nonethe9OO
less, a number of differences are evident; inspection of these
1000 .........
I ................
• .........
-0.5
0
0.5
1.0
figures and of Figure 7b reveals three regions in which
(K/day)
significanterrors are made by the parameterized algorithms:
above the 0.1-mbar level, at the stratopauselevel (around 1
Fig. 23. (a) Cooling rate errors for the MLS profile in the
560-800cm-1 range.Absorbers
are CO2 and H20 (linesplus mbar), and (most noticeably in the tropical calculation)in the
continuum).
The dottedline is the one-band(Qapp)error,andthe lower stratosphere,around 50 mbar. For the purposesof this
dashed line the error of the SEA88 calculation. The LB L cooling paper, the large errors evident at pressureslower then 0.1
rates are given in Figure 23b. (b) LBL cooling rates for the MLS

profilein the 560-800cm-] range.Absorbers
are CO2andH20
(lines plus continuum). Middle atmosphere results are not shown,
since the vertical

resolution

used for these calculations

is 20 mbar.

mbar are of little concern, for at these altitudes a number of

the assumptions made in the radiative calculations lose
validity. In particular, the atmosphere deviates from the
state of local thermodynamic equilibrium (LTE) beginning
around 70 km, or 0.05 mbar; these non-LTE effects are not

transmissivities. The pressure at which these Voigt effects
become important is different for each absorber (since the
Doppler width is proportional to wave number); in general,
these Voigt effects become significantabove about 10 mbar.
Third, these narrowed line widths at low pressuresallow the
radiative computations to neglect the effect of overlap, and
to calculate the effect of each absorber separately. Paradoxically, this effect introduces an additional complication in
middle atmosphere computations; it becomes necessary to
considerthe contributionsof a numberof minor CO2 and O3
bands to middle atmospherecooling rates, particularly near
the stratopause. By contrast, the tropospheric radiative
effectsof thesebandsare obscuredby overlap with H20, or
with the major CO2 or O3 bands.
To determine how fully to parameterize these effects in the
radiative algorithm, we may exploit the fact that the thermal
structure of the middle atmosphere, unlike the troposphere,
is largely under radiative control. It may be shown that an
error in computation of radiative cooling rates at pressurep
induces an error in the equilibrated temperature profile at

considered in this paper.
Cooling rate errors in the remaining altitude regions may
be attributed to the approximations used by SEA88 in
accountingfor the middle atmosphere radiative effects discussed

above.

In

the

subsections

below

we

discuss

the

treatment of the lower stratosphere in SEA88, with particular emphasis on the 9.6 •m ozone band computation, the
sourcesof error in SEA88 at the stratopauseregion, and the
effect of including Voigt effects in the H20 and 03 computations.

Lower Stratosphere Results and Issues

As noted above, the lower stratosphereis the region of the
atmospherewhere radiative formulations require the greatest accuracy. To investigate in greater detail the radiative
processesresponsible for cooling rates in this region, we
have obtained cooling rates for the MLS profile separately
for water vapor (lines plus continuum), CO2 and 03, using
both the LBL method and the SEA88 algorithm. Figure 24a
gives the LBL cooling rates for H20 in the middle atmosphere, with errors due to the SEA88 formulation shown in
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Fig. 24. (a) Cooling rates for the MLS profile in the middle
atmosphere.The absorberis H20 (linesplus continuum).The solid

lineis the LBL resultfor the0-2200cm-1 frequency
range,with
degraded vertical resolution employed. (b) Cooling rate errors for
the MLS profile in the middle atmosphere.The absorberis H20
(lines plus continuum). The dashedline gives the differencebetween
the SEA88 computation and the LBL result shown in Figure 24a.
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Fig. 25. (a) Cooling rates for the MLS profile in the middle
atmosphere.The absorberis CO2. The solidline gives LBL results
for the 0-3000 cm- 1 frequency range, and the dashed line the LBL

resultsoverthe490-850cm-1 frequency
range.Bothcalculations
use the degradedvertical resolution. (b) Cooling rate errors for the
MLS profile in the middle atmosphere. The absorber is CO2. The
dotted line gives the difference between the SEA88 computation and

theLBL resultforthe0-3000cm-1 frequency
range,andthedashed
line gives the difference between the SEA88 computation and the

LBL resultfor the 15-/am
band(490-850cm-1).
Figure 24b. Figure 25a showsLBL coolingrates for CO2;
shown separately are cooling rates due only to the 15-/am
band and due to the entire infrared spectrum. Figure 25b of climatological0 3 mixing ratio from the surface to -•50
displays errors of the SEA88 method; since the SEA88 mbar. As a result, the primary radiative process is the
calculation includes only the 15-/am band, we have com- absorption of photons originating at the high-temperature
pared the results with the LBL 15-/amband coolingrates, as regions nearer the surface by ozone molecules at low temwell as with the total infrared cooling rate. Figures 26a and peratures, resultingin radiative heating. In the 9.6-/am band
26b give corresponding results and errors for ozone; here (990-1070cm-•), the heatingis enhanced
by the lack of
resultsfor the 9.6-/am band are displayed separately.
water vapor absorption in these frequencies. It is important
We supplement these results with Table 4, a detailed to note, however, that a substantialproportion of the ozone
breakdown of LBL and SEA88 cooling rates at 47.9 mbar, a heatingin the LBL results arisesoutside of the 9.6-/am band;
pressurerepresentative of the lower stratosphere.The LBL
in fact, this band contributes only --•0.24 K/d to the 03
results indicate that H20, CO2, and 03 each contribute heating. By contrast, the ozone heating in the operational
importantly to cooling rates at this pressure, with the ozone model is entirely due to the 9.6-/am band. Thus the apparent
giving a heating of -•0.40 K/d. The SEA88 results are in

excellentagreementfor all three gases.For H20 and CO2,
these tabulations, as well as Figures 24b and 25b, indicate
that the operational model successfullyincludes the contributions of all significantabsorptionfeatures.

The situationregarding03 is far more complex.In the first
place, ozone contributes a heating at this pressure, rather
than a cooling. The differencearisesfrom the sharpincrease

agreement between SEA88 and LB L results is illusory;
indeed, Figure 26b indicates that the SEA88 calculations
overestimate heating in the 9.6-/am band by -•0.1 K/d
throughout the lower stratosphere.This difference accounts
for most of the error of --•0.09 K/d in the SEA88

calculation

of overall cooling rates given in Table 4, as well as the errors
of similar magnitude displayed in Figure 7b.
The 14.1-/amband of ozone, which contributes --•0.10K/d
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rates [Rodgers, 1968]. Also, one-band Malkmus random
models for ozone [Malkmus, 1967] are of questionable
accuracy. It is especially unfortunate that the largest percentage errors in the pressure scaling occur at the very
altitudes for which the radiative computations require the
greatest accuracy. Moreover, it is impossible to use a CTS
correction to handle this complication, since that correction
is inapplicable when the dominate contribution to radiative
cooling rates is heating from the ground. A number of
investigators[Rodgers, 1968; Goody, 1964; Kuriyan et al.,
1977]have introduced improvementsto the pressurescaling,
or have employed multi-band Malkmus random models to
obtain improved values for ozone cooling rates. Unfortunately, these changes are very costly in computer time. In
the SEA88 formulation, we have therefore retained the
one-band

Malkmus

random

model formulation

as a method

for ozone computation. The band model parameters are
obtained using the 1982 AFGL catalog. We intend to discuss
improvementsto these methods in a future paper.
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Fig. 26. (a) Cooling rates for the MLS profile in the middle
atmosphere.The absorberis 03. The solidline givesLBL resultsfor

the 0--3000cm-1 frequency
range,andthe dashedline the LBL

resultsover the 990--1070cm - • frequency range. Both calculations
use the degraded vertical resolution. (b) Cooling rate errors for the
MLS profile in the middle atmosphere.The absorber is 03. The
dotted line gives the difference between the SEA88 computation and

theLBL resultforthe0--3000
cm- • frequency
range,andthedashed
line gives the difference between the SEA88 computation and the

Cooling rates for the MLS profile near the stratopauseare
displayedin Figure 3b (for the three-gascase) and in Figures
24a-26b (for LB L cooling rates and SEA88 cooling rate
errors of the individual gaseousabsorbers). As in the lower
stratosphere,H20, CO2 and 03 all contributesignificantlyto
cooling at these altitudes. Table 5 is a detailed breakdown of
LBL and SEA88 cooling rates for the MLS profile at the
1.08-mbar level, a level representative of the stratopause
region. The total LBL cooling rate for the three gases is
-• 11.9 K/d, with ---1.2 K/d owing to H20, -8.4 K/d to CO2,
and --•2.2K/d to 03. At this level, the sum of the individual
contributions of the three gases is almost identical to the
coolingrated computed with all three gasestaken together at
once, indicating that overlap is unimportant. A significant
fractionof the coolingdue to CO2 and 03 occursoutsidethe
15-/•mCO2 and 9.6-/•m 03 bands;at this height,coolingdue

to the 14.1-/•m03 band amountsto 0.22 K/d, while cooling
from the 4.3-tzm and 10-/•m bands of CO2 (mostly the

to the 0 3 heatingin the LBL results,is entirely neglectedin

former) totals 0.23 K/d.
Table 5 and Figure 7b both indicate that the SEA88
coolingrate at this altitude underestimatesthe LBL cooling
by --•0.8K/d. The LBL resultsindicate that the neglectof the

the operational model formulation. It is possible to justify

4.3-/•m band of CO2 and the 14.1-/•m band of 03 in SEA88

this omission by noting that overlap with CO2 largely
eliminates any contribution of the 14.1-/zm 03 band to
overall cooling rates in the lower stratosphere.For example,

accounts for --•0.45 K/d. The remaining difference of-0.35
K/d is mainly attributable to the techniques used by SEA88

LBL resultfor the9.6-/zmband(990--1070
cm-•).

Table 4 indicates that elimination of the heating due to the
14.1-/zm ozone band in the LBL calculationswould greatly
reduce the magnitude of the overlap term at this pressure;
comparison of Figures 26b (indicating the magnitude of the
heating due to the 14.1-/zm band) and Figure 27, which
displays the overlap effect, suggeststhat overlap between

CO2 and 03 eliminatesradiativeeffectsof the 14.1-/zmband
at pressures greater than -30 mbar.
In view of the errors in the 9.6-/zm cooling rates shown in
Figure 26b, it is necessary to justify the SEA88 ozone
parameterization. In general, the computation of ozone
cooling is a very complicatedmatter. A major factor in this
complexity is that the use of pressure-scaledozone amounts
and mean pressures computed with the Curtis-Godson
method appears to cause significanterrors in ozone cooling

to incorporate Voigt effects in computing H20 and 03
coolingrates. These techniqueswill be discussedin the next
subsection.

As noted above, errors in radiative cooling rates at altitudes near the stratopauseresult in much smaller changesin
general circulation model temperature profiles than result
from errors made in the lower stratosphere. In the present
SEA88 calculations, we have excluded the contributions of
the minor bands of 03 and CO2. To include these mechanisms in the future (at some cost in computation time) we
may computecoolingrates due to these bandsin the random
CTS calculation. As indicated in Figure 1, most cooling at
these altitudes is indeed due to escape of photons to space;
furthermore,pressurescalingis likely to be more accuratein
this region than in the lower stratosphere,as CO2 and 03
mixing ratios are constant with altitude, or decrease.
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Cooling Rates at the 47.9-mbar PressureLevel (in K/d) Obtained Using the SEA88 and LBL Methods for Q(H20),
Q(CO2), Q(O3), and for All GasesQ(H20 + CO2 + 03)
LBL Cooling Rates by Bands

CO2 Bands

0 3 Bands

Overall Cooling Rates
Absorber

SEA88

H20
CO2
03

0.346
0.655
-0.408

0.326
0.661
-0.400

0.610
0.017

0.701
0.114

All gases
Overlap

LBL

15/am

10/am

4.3/am

9.6/am

490-850

900-1090

2270-2380

990-1070

630-800

14.1 /am

0.665

-0.002

0.000
-0.235

-0.100

OverallLBL cooling
ratesaregivenfor the0-3000cm-1 frequency
range.In addition,
LBL cooling
ratesfor CO2and0 3 arebroken
downby majorabsorption
bands,withthefrequency
ranges
givenin cm-1 . Overlapis thedifference
between
thecooling
ratefor allgases
and the coolingrate obtainedby summingthe coolingratesdue individuallyto H20, CO2, and 03. The LBL coolingrates are degradedfrom
high vertical resolution calculationsusing proceduresgiven in the appendix.

6.

Voigt Effects in Middle Atmosphere
Radiative

Calculations

An important problem in middle atmospheric radiative
calculations is determining a method for inclusion of the
additional cooling resulting from the fact that the spectral
line width at low pressuresis wider than that expected by a
Lorentz profile. Except for CO2, it is entirely impracticalto
use the actual (Voigt) profile, and thus approximate treatments must be sought.
One of the simplest means for capturing the effect of the
Voigt profile has been suggestedby Fels [1979]. In that paper
an analytic line shapeprofile was introduced and applied to
ozone computations. Even this method is too timeconsumingfor use in general circulation models. However, a
second crude approximation is also suggestedin the paper;
this consistsof adding a constant to the pressure (in atmospheres)used in the line width computation:

p/po• P/po + c

COMPUTATIONAL

CONSIDERATIONS

At present, the SEA88 radiation algorithm computescooling rates and fluxes for a 40-level sounding in about 0.003
s/gridpoint on the GFDL Cyber 205 computer. This timing is
about 10% faster than that for the GFDL operational radiation code based on SEA75. The improvement in speed is
largely due to the reduction in the number of frequency
bands in the random CTS computation, owing to the use of
the combined narrow band approximation.
Sincethe model timing dependson the number of pressure
levels, as well as the computer employed, it is more useful to
discussthe breakdown of the model computation time in
terms of the fraction of total time spent in each of the major
code sections. The fundamental

relation of the SEA method

MLS COOLING
.01 ..................

RATE ERRORS
• .........

(27)

In (27), c is a number which may depend on the gaseous
absorber,and P0 is the standardsurfacepressure.We have

.10

used this approximation in SEA88 for the 03 and H20
radiative computations.The values chosenfor c are 0.004 for
ozone, and 0.0003 for H20. The smaller value of c in the
H20 computation is consistent with the observation (cf.
Figure 11) that most H20 coolingin the middle atmosphere
is at wavenumbers far smaller than those of the 9.6-/am
ozone band. Doppler widths for H20 lines providing signif-

lO

icant cooling are therefore much smaller than those of the
ozone lines. The great virtue of the above techniqueis that it
is almost cost-free, in terms of computationtime.

Figure 28 displays LBL and operational model H:O
calculationsmade with and without the Voigt parameterization. The use of the Voigt correction greatly improves the
H20 results at 0.1 mbar; at the stratopause,the discrepancies are somewhat reduced, to about 0.2 K/d. Figure 29
showsthe correspondingLB L and operational model results
for ozone, showing the effect of the Voigt correction. At the
stratopause, the Voigt ozone formulation is seen to underestimate ozone cooling by about 0.2 K/d. The necessity of
inclusion of ozone Voigt effects is clear, as the difference in
coolingrates is as large as 0.7 K/d near the stratopause.

lOO

lOOO .........
-1

o

(K/day)
Fig. 27. Effect of overlap on LBL coolingrates. The dashedline
gives the differencebetween LB L computationsof individual cooling rates and LB L computation of cooling rates for all absorbers,

i.e., (Q(H20) + Q(CO2)+ Q(O3))- (Q(,H20+ CO2 + 03)). The
MLS profile is used over the 0-3000 cm -' frequency range. Resolution effects are responsiblefor the oscillations near 100 mbar.
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TABLE 5.

EXCHANGE

METHOD

Cooling Rates at the 1.08-mbar PressureLevel (in K/d) Obtained Using the SEA88 and LBL Methods for Q(H20),
Q(CO2), Q(O3), and for All GasesQ(H20 + GO2 + 03)
LBL Cooling Rates by Bands

03 Bands

CO2 Bands
Overall Cooling Rates
Absorber

SEA88

H20
CO2
03
All gases
Overlap

1.05
8.07
1.96
11.09
0.01

LBL

1.21
8.40
2.22
11.88
0.05

15 •m

10 •m

4.3 •m

9.6 •m

14.1 •m

490-850

900-1090

2270-2380

990-1070

630-800

8.14

0.02

0.21

1.90

0.22

OverallLBL cooling
ratesaregivenfor the0-3000cm-• frequency
range.In addition,
LBL cooling
ratesfor CO2and02 arebroken
downby majorabsorption
bands,withthefrequency
ranges
givenin cm-• . Overlapisthedifference
between
thecooling
rateforallgases
and the coolingrate obtainedby summingthe coolingratesdueindividuallyto H20, CO2, and 0 3. The LBL coolingratesare degradedfrom
high vertical resolution calculations using procedures given in the appendix.

7.

is (9), which divides the cooling rate into the approximate,
approximate CTS and random CTS cooling rates. If we
determine the time spent computingeach of theseterms, we
find that the GFDL Cyber 205 computer spends--•72%of the

SUMMARY

AND CAUTION

The fast parameterization for longwave cooling rate calculationspresentedin this paper is one of a new generation
of operational radiation models. These differ from their
total time in obtainingQapp,--•3%in computingQ•P•, and predecessorsin that they have been carefully calibratedwith
--•25%
in determining
t•random
percentages
havebeen respect to benchmark line-by-line calculations. Ours is not
•CTS
ß (These
obtained for a cloud-free case using 40 model levels; minor
the only suchcode; severalothers of comparablespeedand
changesare expected if fewer pressurelevels are used). The accuracy are currently under development. As the use of
CTS calculationsthus require about 30 percent of the model ICRCCM benchmarks as a calibration standard becomes
calculation time. This additional computational burden is more widespread, it is reasonable to expect that various
justifiable for most purposes, in light of the large improve- well-constructedparameterizationswill give results which
ments to troposphericcooling rates obtained usingthe CTS cluster tightly around the benchmark values.
correction (cf. Figure 7a).
A major remaining issue is the accuracy of the LBL

MLS COOLING
.01

''''

''•.''l''''''

' ' ' I ' ' ' '

calculations. The most important problems here are the
validity of the spectral input data and the uncertaintiesin
such matters as the line shape or the temperature dependence of line widths. Line strengths, widths and positions

RATES
'

' ' '

' ' '

'

'

' ' !

.:

.01

.10

........

MLS COOLING
RATES
If! .........
' .........
' .........

.10

"....'">

.

.

10

10

lOO

lOOO

lOO

(K/day)
Fig. 28. Cooling rates for the MLS profile in the middle atmosphere for H20 (lines plus continuum) showingthe effect of the
Voigt correction. The solidline gives the LBL result, the dotted line
the SEA88 result without a Voigt correction, and the dashedline the
SEA88 result with the adopted Voigt correction.
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Fig. 29. Same as Figure 28, but for 0 3.
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MLS COOLING

are obtained by means of laboratory measurements over
homogeneous paths. Unfortunately, the parameter range
over which the spectral data are taken is very often far from
that required for the calculation of terrestrial atmospheric
fluxes. Further, these measurements indicate that line
shapes and temperature dependences differ significantly
from established

theoretical

constructs

such as the Lorentz

line shape. This forces us to adopt a number of semitheoretical methods to permit absorptivities computed by LB L
methods to agree with laboratory measurements.
While there is currently little reason to suspect that there
are serious difficulties with the LBL methods, a definitive
answer must await careful observation

of fluxes in the actual

atmosphere. An interesting step in this direction is the
comparison of satellite observed fluxes at the top of the
atmosphere with those calculated from well-calibrated theoretical models. Such studies have been carried out by
Ramanathan and Downey [1986b] using Earth Radiation
Budget Experiment (ERBE) data. By choosing stringently
selected clear-sky cases, they find excellent agreement between theory and observation. This increases confidence in
the correctness of the theoretical model and thus, by extension, in the results from a carefully calibrated parameterized
algorithm such as the one described in this paper.
APPENDIX:

LBL

^ND MODEL

(between10-3 and102mbar)and30levelsbetween100and
1000 mbar. Flux levels are also located at 0 mbar and at the
This level structure

is identical

o

RATES
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.....' .........' ........'.... •
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2
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1.o

PROFILES

Temperature, water vapor, and ozone profiles in this
paper are taken from the five standard profiles given by
McClatchey et al. [1971]. These profiles specify atmospheric
quantities at 1-km intervals from the surface to 25 km, at
5-km intervals from 25 to 50 km, and at 70 and 100 km. In the
present calculations, we have employed very different pressure level structures; this appendix is concerned with the
methods used to interpolate the AFGL profiles to our
pressure specifications.
Four pressure structures are used in the calculations for
this paper. (In the following, the pressuresat which temperatures and mixing ratios are given for radiative calculations
are called data pressure levels; pressuresat which radiative
fluxes are computed are denoted as flux pressure levels.)
Three specificationsof flux pressure levels are used for the
LB L computations. For water vapor calculations, 52 flux
levels are used, with the levels spaced from 0 to 1000 mbar
at 20-mbar intervals, and an additional flux level located at
the surface. Ozone and CO2 computationsemploy 108 flux
levels. In this case, flux levels are spaced evenly in the
logarithm of pressure, with 15 levels per decade of pressure

surface.
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to that described

in

SF85 for LB L CO2 calculations.LB L computationsinvolving all three gases employ a level structure with 123 flux
levels, with levels below 100 mbar usingthe CO2 structure,
and levels above 100 mbar using the H20 structure. In all
three cases,the data pressurelevel is defined as the average
of adjacent flux pressure levels. These choices are designed
to produce the greatest resolution at altitudes where the
contribution of the absorber is most significant.
Calculations made with the new operational model use a
40-level structure normally employed at GFDL for the
40-level stratosphericmodel (see Fels et al. [1980] for details
on this level structure). In this case, flux pressurelevels are
defined as the average of adjacent data pressure levels.

lO

lOO

,

,

!

1000-2 0

2

4

6

8

,

,

,

10

(K/day)

Fig. 30. (a) Tropospheric coolingrates for the MLS profile, with
absorption from all gasesincluded. The solid line gives LBL results
(as in Figure 2a), the dotted line gives LBL results with resolution
degraded to the pressure levels used in SEA88 calculations, and
dashedline gives the SEA88 results. (b) Cooling rates for the MLS
profile in the middle atmospherefor CO2. The solid line gives the

LBL resultoverthe490-850cm-] frequency
range.Thedottedline
is the sameresult, but with the pressurelevel resolution degradedto
that of the operational model. The dashed line is the cooling rate

obtained
by SEA88for CO2in the560-800cm-] range.

As noted in sections4 and 5, the differing resolution of the
LBL and operational models can introduce artificial errors in
comparing LB L and operational model results. To evaluate
the magnitude of these errors, we have computed LBL
cooling rates on the operational model level structure. The
procedure used involves a linear interpolation of the net
radiative fluxes computed at LBL flux pressure levels onto
the flux pressure levels of the operational model. Cooling
rates are then obtained from these interpolated fluxes, using
(1). As Figures 30a and 30b indicate, "degraded" LBL
cooling rates obtained on the operational model pressure
structure may differ substantially from the "exact" LBL
results, especially below 1 mbar and in the upper troposphere.
The temperature profiles used for the LB L and the operational model profiles are interpolated from the AFGL
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profiles using a technique given by Fels [1986]. This method
has been adopted for the ICRCCM study.
Water vapor mass mixing ratios are obtained by evaluation of analytic fits to each of the AFGL profiles at desired
pressurelevels. These fits have been suggestedby Luther for
use in the ICRCCM study. A constant mixing ratio (3.25
ppmm for the tropical profile, and 4.0 ppmm for the other
profiles) is used for altitudes above the troposphere.
Ozone mass mixing ratios are obtained from the AFGL
values by the following procedure: (1) the tabulated ozone

values(givenin g/m3) are linearlyinterpolated
to desired
pressures, and (2) the mass mixing ratio is computed using
the ideal gas law. This procedure requires knowledgeof the
temperature at the desiredpressurelevel. The use of a linear
interpolation results in inaccuracies in the ozone amounts
above 50 km, and should not be used in future work, but the
errors do not affect conclusionsin this paper. It is important
to note that tabulated values of air density given by McClatchey et al. [1971] for the MLS sounding are erroneous
between 30 and 70 km. Therefore the more direct procedure
of obtaining the ozone mixing ratio by dividing the tabulated
ozone values by this density should not be used.
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